Vuelta a España 2011
Vuelta a España started with a team pursuit in Benidorm 21. August. Sadly, a Danish
bicycle enthusiast and me saw nothing of Thor and Edvaldo, but Kurt is a good
Norwegian representative even though we didn't see him either in the crowd of cyclists!
Some Danes were participating and we enjoyed ourselves about Jakob Fuglsang who
could ride in the leader's jersey the next day.

Sunday I cycled 110 km down to the finish area in Playa d ' Orihuela South of
Torrevieja and some Norwegian spectators were also present. Australian Chris Sutton
was the worthy winner of the day up a monster hill to the finish line after 160 km from
La Nucia. Cycled 48 km down to Cartagena to get ahead by cutting out stage 3 since I
do not like to cycle back.

Monday 22. August from Cartagena was a bit of an ordeal. Started well with a little
overcast and acceptable temperature over some hill tops and down to Aguilas.

Then it just got hotter and hotter, got thirstier and thirstier, had to avoid an A-91
freeway with a payment station and over an extra hill where I had to take a break to
recover before riding controlled downhill on the other side.
Come by chance down to a café in a British colony in the valley before Albox up
towards Baza, ate a hamburger and drank a liter of cold Coca Cola that filled up the
tank. It went all right a few kilometers, but on the slopes upward, I started to sweat
terribly, like a brook ran after the bike. Had to stop at a couple of gas stations and buy a
few liters of Aquarius which ran down in the mouth like a waterfall.
Cannot remember that I've ever been so sweaty and thirsty with a body that screams for
water. A Spa Hotel turned up around 600 metres above sea level at Tijola, and the
choice was clear. Checked in, got me a bubble bath and a 20-minute massage that did
wonders. Strange how the circumstances work out! 183 km that day.

Tuesday's stage in the Vuelta started at Baza and came across the pass from Tijola in
good time before the start so took a Spanish one down the motorway N-342 to Guadix
to get ahead of the field that had to ride across the Baza mountains. Nice ride in the
fresh mountain air in the trail over Puerto de Los Blancares (1297 m) about 20 km
before Granada.

Sat down in a café after the last downhill and before the climb up to Sierra Nevada, had
lunch and drank. Looked at the peleton who came up for a good half an hour, I seemed
to see Kurt, while Mark Cavendish hang in the back. Daniel Moreno won. Wheeled
down to Granada city centre with a few "colleagues". 140 km that day.
Granada is one of the most visited cities in Spain with its Moorish Alhambra Palace,
but unfortunately I could not do any sightseeing there that night. Food was llike normal
at top of the program.

Wednesday I spent a good hour to find the zero point on N-432 where the timing started
on the fifth stage, and made a nice ride up to the pass before Valdepeñas de Jaén. Was
about to run out of water, but a generous service man from Leopard TREK gave me a
bottle of sports drink since I bike TREK! It's an experience you really appreciate and a
memory for life. It doesn’t take much to delight an ordinary cyclist.

Saw on TV later that Kurt had an accident on the way into the narrow feed zone, but
struggled after what I could see over the pass, and understand that he didn’t line up the
next day.
Pedaling myself down to Valdepeñas de Jaén while they were in the second round and
had lunch while watching TV. Continued cycling before the finish to get ahead of all the
service cars. First 5 km long hill up and then a wonderful downhill to Jaén. 124 km.
Joaquim "Purito" Rodriguez from Katusha won the stage up a 24% hill just before the
finish line. Impressive feat. Marina who ran a small café in Los Cristianos and was
married to a Canarian sailor accidentally came from Los Villares, next to Jaen.
Jaén by Santa Catalina mountains is known as the olive oil's capital and you see
thousands of olive trees along the way. They also have an old castle and fort at the top
like just about any town in Spain that has some ruins from the middle ages and before.

The next day I came in on the trail by Porcuna after having cycled A306 from Jaén, a
nice ride with constantly gentler down and uphills.
About 15 km before Cordoba I was about to crash in a tight 90 degree turn before a
small bridge over a river and guess it was a well known trap on the stage. Slowed down
in time before I ended up in the bushes or in the river. The tires had the character of skid
marks, but it was also not the plan to continue riding the next day anyway.
Skipped naturally the last 30 km extra round up in the mountain before the finish and
had three to four hours to find a bike shop and a hotel close by, check in and dress up in
"civilian" clothes.
The bicycle shop was closed for the occasion, but talked with the holder that was going
to work on the Vuelta a couple of weeks. Another department was open the next day so
it worked out with my trusty 8 year old TREK pace bike that got new tires.

Later on that day, Peter Sagan won stage 6 in a bustling street life at the finish line that
was marked by the usual circus. The commentator seems to surpass the late Norwegian
commentator Bjørge Lillelien, you can imagine how he would have been if he had
spoken Spanish.
Well over 700 km on the bike in South Spain was a bit of an ordeal with a bag on my
back and the heat, but nice to test what you can handle. Sierra Nevada has a beautiful
landscape with many cosy ancient cities and villages which in itself is worth a visit.
Naturally an unforgettable trip.

Cordoba with Mezquita is situated by the Guadalquivir, one of Spain's greatest rivers.
It is always a challenge in unknown terrain to determine how much you need to bring
along and how long it is until the next watering hole. The first evening in Cordoba I had
a long-awaited cold pint of beer to reward myself in an old and interesting city.
One has with Mezquita managed to build a cathedral in a mosque without having to tear
down anything and at the same time created a kind of museum with naturally plenty of
bazaars in the surrounding area.
On the whole, one can say that Vuelta a España is not as oversized as Tour de France
where police control is considerably more stringent. There it is also considerably more
spectators and can be the heat that makes not so many people pull out into the track.
More street life in the Basque country!
The cyclists are like usually impressive with their strength and speed, and the ability to
deal with difficult situations. They are our modern Gladiators, but has a somewhat
better support than the classic Romans. It's an impressive logistics it takes to get
everything to work and it requires a bit of money.

Continued Southwest to Seville and found a Leonardo da Vinci hostel which was in the
city centre right next to the large Cathedral by the the old town. 147 km that day.

Seville is also one of the most popular tourist cities in Spain, and according to the
mythology it is the Greek demigod Hercules who is the city's founder. The city is
something special with its many beautiful buildings and wondered how they got all the
money to build it?
All values from "the new world" that Christopher Columbus discovered in 1492 had to
be customs cleared through this city for further distribution in Spain and that of course
creates a lot of buildings.

The city grew in its heydays to 1 million people 100 years after Colombus. Here one
could stay some days, but it was a bit hot, almost 40 ºC every afternoon and started to
long for the more temperate Atlantic.

The trip to Cadiz was only 135 km in relative moderate temperature and took under 5
hours. Cadiz is naturally an old maritime hub by its location on the Atlantic coast and
has since the 1800-century been the Spanish naval port.
Bought a ticket to the Transmediterranea ferry and found a hotel for the night before
the ferry was supposed to leave for Lanzarote and Las Palmas, Gran Canaria at 17:00
the next day. Arrived at Las Palmas 08:00 1. September and took Fred Olsen Fast
Ferry to Sta Cruz De Tenerife at 13:00 so I could get to the apartment in Los Cristianos
before the evening. The trip was 99 km and accidentally arrived when the hostess had
finished washing. Good timing.

